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The invention described herein may be manu 
factured and used by or for the Government for 
governmental purposes Without the payment of 
any royalty thereon. 
This invention relates to an auxiliary trigger 

mechanism for use in the operation of firearms 
under extreme cold weather conditions. 

It has been determined that heavy ?ngerless 
mittens offer the utmost protection to the hands 
against extreme arctic Weather. However, the 
use of such ?ngerless mittens introduces con 
siderable di?iculty in the operation of ?rearms 
and especially in the manipulation of the trig 
ger. ' 7 

Accordingly, it is an object of this invention 
to provide a ?rearm with an auxiliary trigger 
mechanism which can be readily actuated even 
when the operator is encumbered with heavy 
?ngerless mittens. ' 

It is a speci?c object of this invention to pro 
vide a ?rearm with an auxiliary trigger mech 
anism which can be readily inactivated at the 
will of the operator to permit normal manipula 
tion of the conventional trigger. 
The speci?c nature of the invention as well as 

other objects and advantages thereof will clear 
ly appear from a description of a preferred em 
bodiment as shown in the accompanying draw 
ings in which: 

Fig. 1 is a side elevational view shown partly 
in cross-section of the auxiliary trigger mech 
anism of this invention. _ 

Fig. 2 is a cross-sectional view taken along 
the line 2—2 of Fig. 1 and showing the blocking 
member in position to prevent actuation of the 
auxiliary trigger. 

Fig. 3 is a bottom view of the pistol grip. 
Fig. 4 is a cross-sectional view similar to Fig. 

2 but showing the blocking member in position 
to permit actuation of the auxiliary trigger. 

Fig. 5 is a perspective View of the auxiliary 
trigger. 
Although the auxiliary trigger of this inven 

tion is here shown adapted for use with a ?re 
arm having a so-called "pistol grip” stock, it 
should be understood that a trigger of this 
type is equally applicable to those weapons hav 
ing a straight conventional stock. 
There is shown in Fig. 1 a portion of a ?rearm 

having a depending pistol grip 5 and a trigger 
guard 6 extending forwardly therefrom. A con 
ventional trigger ‘l is pivotally mounted Within 
trigger guard 6 as by a pin 8. A sear spring 9 
is arranged to bias a pivotal sear [0 into re 
leasable engagement with trigger ‘I. A safety 
member H is rotatably mounted in the ?rearm 
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above trigger guard 6 for movement between an 
“on” and “off” position and is slotted as shown 
at [2 to permit actuation of trigger ‘1 during the 
“off” position. The forward pivotal movement 
of trigger ‘I is limited by a suitable stop surface 
I3 located within trigger guard 6 and the rear 
ward pivotal movement is limited by safety mem 
ber I I. Trigger 1 is provided with a ?nger piece 
31 arranged to extend into a vertical opening 
l4 provided through the bottom of trigger guard 
6 
The front face of pistol grip 5 is contoured to 

provide a forwardly projecting portion It at the 
bottom thereof. A substantially semi-elliptical 
recess [5 is provided in the front face of pistol 
grip 5 and terminates sufficiently above the bot 
tom of grip 5 to extend slightly into forwardly 
extending portion I6. A pair of spaced apart 
relatively narrow slots I‘! extend vertically 
through portion [6 as indicated in Fig. 3. 
Recess I5 and slots I‘! are arranged to receive 

an auxiliary trigger l8‘ which is pivotally se 
cured to pistol grip portion [6 as by a pin [9 
or the like. Auxiliary trigger [8, as best shown 
in Fig. 5, comprises a channel-shaped body por 
tion 20, the outer surface thereof being suitably 
contoured to conform to the grasp of either a 
bare or mittened hand, and a forwardly extend 
ing integral head portion 2! arranged to lie 
beneath trigger guard 6 when trigger I8 is as 
sembled to pistol grip 5. An upstanding lug 22 
is provided on head portion 2| and extends suffi 
ciently into vertical opening M of trigger guard 
6 to engage ?nger piece 31 of trigger ‘I when 
auxiliary trigger I8 is pivoted about pin [9. A 
flat rectangular portion 23 disposed at right an 
gles to each rear marginal edge 24 of auxiliary 
trigger body portion 20 is provided with a rear 
wardly projecting ear 25 for a purpose to be 
shown. 
A hole 26 extends transversely through pistol 

grip 5 and is located so as to partially intersect 
recess l5 substantially midway with respect to 
the vertical axis of grip 5. A blocking member 
21 is arranged to slidably engage in hole 26 
and comprises in‘ adjacent relationship a cylin 
drical section 28 at one end, a step portion 29, 
a ?rst reduced diameter section 30, a forwardly 
tapering section 3| having a minimum diameter 
slightly less than that of step portion 29, a sec 
ond reduced diameter section 32, and a cylindri 
cal section 33 at the other end of blocking mem 
ber 21. A suitable indentation 34 is formed in 
end sections 28 and 33 for receiving a drift or 
the nose of a bullet by means of which blocking 
member 21 can be moved transversely in either 
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direction in hole 25. Blocking member 21 is also 
provided with a slit 35 along its longitudinal axis 
extending from end section 28 into reduced di 
ameter section 32. Prior to assembly of 'mem 
ber 21 into pistol grip 5, cylindrical end section 
28 is forced apart slightly so as to increase ‘the __ 

Consequently, end section'28 ' 
is frictionally engaged in hole ‘26 ‘and thereby, 
prevents accidental movement of blocking mem-x ‘ 
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diameter thereof. 

ber 21 due to the vibration of ?ring. I 
When blocking member Zlis' positioned as 

shown in Fig. 4, ears 25 of auxiliary trigger l8 
are respectively opposite reduced diameter sec 
tions 30 and 32. Consequently, when trigger 
I8 is pivoted about pin l8 as a fulcrum, lug 22 
actuates conventional trigger 'a' to release sear 

15 

[6. Movement of auxiliary trigger I8 is limited ‘ 
by the allowable movement of trigger ‘l which‘ 
depends upon the depth of slot I2 in safety mem 
ber H. When auxiliary trigger H3 is depressed, 
ears 25 extend ‘beyond the respective peripheries 
of'cylindrioal‘end sectionsv 28 and 33 and there 
by prevent blocking member 21 from protrud 
ing beyond either outside surface of pistol grip 
5. When released, auxiliary trigger I8 is pivoted 
back to its pre-firing positionby conventional 
trigger ‘I through the bias of sear spring 9. 
When blocking member 27 is .moved to the 

position shown in-Fig. 2, one of the cars 25 rides 
onto tapered section 3| while the other contacts 
the periphery of step portion 29. Thus move 
ment of auxiliary trigger i8. is blocked while 
conventional trigger ‘l is free to be actuated in 
a normal manner when safety H is in the “off” 
position. When safety H is in the-“on” position, 
movement of trigger 7 is prevented and conse 
quently auxiliary trigger [-3 can-not be actuated 
even though blocking member 21 is in the po 
sition shown in Fig. 4. 
ment of blocking member 21 and consequently 
the extent to which ear 25 rides up onto. tapered 
section '3! is governed by the contact of lug 22 
with the inner front surface of vertical opening 
M in trigger guard 6. It can thus bereadily 
seen that any existing backlash of auxiliary trig 
ger [87in its safe position is adequately taken 
up and furthermore that the vibration and shock 
of ?ring will not result in any accidental move 
ment of blocking member 21 and consequently 
auxiliary trigger l8. - 1 

Another advantageous structuralvfeature of 
this invention resides in the provision of a 
chamfered marginal edge ‘36 for semi-elliptical 
recess 15. As a result, the flesh of the handor the 
fabric of a mitten can not be accidentally 
pinched between auxiliary trigger l8 and'pistol 
‘grip 5. ' 

Thus there is here provided a simplebut ef 
fective auxiliary trigger means which ‘can be 
readily manipulated by the‘operator of the ?re~ 
arm even with the heavy ?ngerless mittens 
commonly worn in extreme arctic weather. 
At the same time, the‘?rearm can be quickly 
converted to the use ofthe conventional trigger 
at the will of the operator by simply pushing a 
blocking member in the required direction. Fur 
thermore the use of "auxiliary trigger 18 intro 
duces the “squeeze method” of trigger release 
which is believed by many to be superior to the 
conventional pull required to release a trigger. 

I claim: ‘ 

1. In a ?rearm having a pistol grip,-the' com 
bination of a pivotal primary trigger and 
auxiliary trigger means comprising an auxiliary 
trigger pivotally mounted in the pistol grip ‘and 

' The transverse move-~ 
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4 
protruding forwardly therefrom in order to be 
readily grasped by a mittened hand, lug means 
on the free end of said auxiliary trigger for 
actuating said primary trigger when said auxil 
iary trigger is squeezed, and means for blocking 
movement of said auxiliary trigger whereby dis 
charge of the ?rearm can be effected only by 
directly pulling said primary trigger. 

2. In a ?rearm having a pistol grip terminat 
ing in a forwardly extending trigger guard pro 
vided with 'a slot extending vertically through 
the bottom thereof, the combination of a pri 
mary trigger pivotally mounted in the trigger 
guard so that the free end extends into the 
slot thereof and auxiliary trigger means com 
prising an auxiliary trigger pivotally mounted 
at its lowerend in the pistol grip and projecting 
forwardly therefromto permit ready grasping 
by a mittened hand, an upstanding lug on the 
free end of said auxiliary trigger arranged to 
extend into the trigger guard slot forwardly of 
the free end of said primary trigger whereby 
actuation of said auxiliary trigger simultaneous 
ly actuates said primary trigger, and means for 
blocking the actuating movement of said auxil 
iary trigger whereby discharge of the ?rearm 
can be effected only by directly pulling said 
primary trigger. 

3. In a ?rearm having a pistol grip terminat 
ing in a forwardly extending trigger guard, the 
combination of a primary trigger pivotally 
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mounted in the trigger guard and auxiliary 
trigger means comprising an auxiliary trigger 
pivotally pinned at its lower end adjacent the 
bottom of the pistol grip, the forward edge of 
the grip being cut away to form a semi-elliptical 
recess for receiving said auxiliary trigger so that 
the forward portion thereof projects from said 
recess in position to be readily grasped by a 
mittened hand, lug means integrally formed on 
the free end of said auxiliary trigger and extend 
ing upwardly therefrom to contact the front 
edge of the free end of said primary trigger, and 
a blocking member slidably mounted in the pistol 
griprin the path of movement of said auxiliary 
trigger whereby transverse movement of said 
member in one direction blocks the actuating 
movement of said auxiliary trigger so that dis 
charge of the ?rearm can be effected only by 
a direct pull on said primary trigger and where 
by transverse movement of said blocking mem 
ber in the opposite direction frees said auxil 
iary trigger so that ‘actuation thereof will also 
simultaneously actuate saidv primary trigger to 
discharge the ?rearm. 

CLARENCE E. SIBAPSON. 
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